High performance insulated roller shutter door. The Whiting Coldsaver has been developed incorporating continuous hinge technology plus the added advantage of additional safety features.

Shutter Features

- 60mm polyurethane (CFC free) foam insulation.
- The Coldsaver is suitable for fitment to a body requiring ATP class ‘C’ certification.
- Long life sealed steel rollers with noise reduction system for urban operation.
- Coldsaver incorporates a anti finger trap profile.
- Twin spring balancer provides added reliability and independent lifting capabilities for each individual cable.
- Dual point of contact on all seals for excellent thermal performance.
- Aluminium 1.8mm extrusions inside and out provide a tough long life and durable structure which will outlast doors of GRP construction.
- Internal safety release option available.
- Electric operation option available.

Whiting Coldsaver

The Whiting Coldsaver is proven over the years as a champion in the harsh environment of UK regional distribution centers and coupled with the safety features incorporated in its design probably make it the safest insulated door to install, operate and repair in the commercial vehicle industry to date.

With very little maintenance required because of its robust strength in design and manufacture the Coldsaver is almost a fit and forget shutter.
Whiting Coldsaver

Shutter Details

- Duel durometer top seal for good thermal performance.
- Enclosed spring balancer for added reliability and reduction of load contamination from rotating torsion springs.
- Stainless steel end hinge and roller carrier. Removable cap allows roller change without removing panels.
- Track fixing holes pre-punched.
- Duplex roller for added strength and long life.
- Stainless steel top closure arm designed to eliminate the need for having two tracks to carry top section.

Advantages To End Users & Bodybuilders

- The Coldsavers interior is smooth and free from protrusions making cleaning easy and providing a smooth surface with no place for bacteria.
- No centre hinges reduce the possibility of door snags on load shifts reducing the risk of possible manual handling injuries.
- The Coldsavers smooth exterior design offers the added advantage of being able to accept the straight forward application of paint and decals and make for easy cleaning.
- Continuous hinge technology provides easy and quicker installation and removal of individual panels providing cost saving benefits for the vehicle body builder / repairer and operator.
- The Coldsaver comes in flat pack form and is easy to assemble with light single panel clip together system.
- A variety of lock systems are available.
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